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Contáctenos

Transforming retail one shopper at a Cme. Are you up to the
task? Let's talk.

Data Analyst Engineer
Insights •  San Jose, California

Description

Looking to be the incubator for solving complex analytics problems
before our R&D team? The Insights Team at RetailNext is hiring for
an Analyst to push the limits on what our data can do for retailers.
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Analyzing more than 800 million shoppers a month across dozens
of retail chains, RetailNext is the leading provider of in-store
analytics. We work with the noisiest, messiest data of all: human
behavior.

As an Insights Analyst, you will take disparate individual customer
data and use advanced techniques to turn into digestible insights
that can help retailers better their customer experience.  The ideal
candidate has a proven track record of applying quantitative models
to significantly improve the outcomes of business processes. Here
at RetailNext, you have an opportunity to make a giant splash in the
data world of retail by analyzing some of the most unique, novel,
and dynamic data in the world.

What are you? You love the no-nonsense quantitative world, but
understands that data is an interpreted in the eyes of the beholder.
Your wizard data storytelling skills allow you to successfully bridge
the gap between your models and the rest of the world. You are
methodically lazy: preferring to script machines to spend time on
tasks you would rather spend elsewhere.

Help make a meaningful impact in the fast-paced, dynamic, and
challenging world of retail analytics.

 

Specific responsibilities will include:

1. Take RetailNext's rich set of disparate data and prepare
actionable recommendations for our retail customers by
building and refining statistical forecasts and models of critical
business phenomena, including time series analysis, cluster
analysis, and regression testing

2. Come up with creative ways to answer ad-hoc client questions
that are specific to their business

3. Partner with the Retail Expert team to design and implement
advanced data solutions for customers

4. Create and sometimes present client presentations
5. Work with product management, engineering, support, and

other functions within the company to advance data initiatives
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other functions within the company to advance data initiatives
and ensure data integrity

6. Be an active member/contributor to an incredible analyst team
at a dynamic leading-edge technology company

Skills you’ll have

Demonstrated experience with statistical forecasting, pattern
recognition, and time series analysis a must; proficiency with
statistics languages including R, and/or SAS is required
Knowledge of programming languages is required; Python or
Java is preferred
Ability to explain complex problems, solutions, or the essence
of a quantitative model to a layperson
Resourceful and scrappy: you don’t wait for someone to tell
you what to do
Passionate about consumer behavior and how that can be
translated into data: you can look at data and understand
what is going on in the store
Ability to glean actionable insights from large data sets and
find the story within the data
Strong understanding of and sensitivity towards data integrity
and cleanliness: you take time to identify and resolve outliers
or anomalies
Excellent attention to detail, in terms of both numerical data
as well as presentation precision and aesthetics
Ability to thrive in a fast-paced environment and comfortable
working collaboratively
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+34912194917

Estamos disponibles para responder a
todas sus dudas. Nuestro personal
está a su disposición. Comuníquese
con nosotros hoy mismo.

"

Manténgase al tanto

Suscríbase a nuestro suministro de
noCcias para recibir novedades y
tendencias de la industria minorista.
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